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Presidential Foreword

A hectic year of occasional caving has finally drawn to a close, and the
summer foray into the wild expanse of France (or the Gorges Du Tarn to
be more specific) is over. A good way to end a good year which
wouldn’t have been possible if not for the hard work of the committee
from organising trips to socials and all that running a caving club
encompasses. A big thank you to the rest of the committee for that.
The year started in an up-down fashion as, without a publicity officer,
sign-ups were below what we’d hoped. Thankfully some intrepid
adventurers did find the allure of the unexplored wonderland of the
ground too much and joined up.
With keen caving fresh in tow Prid trips were a great success, with lots
of people having a great time. This was quickly followed by the first
weekend away which went great and before anyone knew it CHECC
arrived. Although we didn’t win we had some good practice for the
inevitable win which will come this year!
The year continued in good fashion with some great people making the
club an enjoyable experience to be a part of.
I would like to thank the committee for their hard work, the members
for their enthusiasm, and even some alumni who contributed more than
I had hoped, and I hope that they all enjoyed their caving as much as I
did.
Read the journal to find out what else we got up to throughout the year
and glean an idea of what makes caving such a unique and enjoyable
experience!
Ed: since Olly didn’t get a Welcome last year when no Journal was
produced, I feel that we need to give him his fair share of disgrace this
year, so without further ado…
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Facts about your old president, Olly Wright.
- Olly has been in and out of rehab for years following a destructive

-

boggle addiction that drove him out of his family home and onto the
streets, where he still remains, usually on the pavement just outside
Arena (Unit 1).
Olly likes football.
Olly owes his life (or his spine at the very least) to a loaf of Soreen.
Olly got hit on by a man at the bar once, and thoroughly enjoyed it.
Olly tried a backdrop into the lake in Prid and nearly killed himself.
Olly was accosted by a group of drunk men in the Wessex and made
to juggle axes and knives.
Olly wants to re-enact the film Tarzan with his first born child.
Olly can drive “like a fucking boss” on the motorway.

This is Olly’s naked cave face.
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Facts about your new president, Ed Farrow.
-

Ed is short for Edgy, not Edwina as you might otherwise expect.
Ed’s testicles have taken a battering on more than one caving trip.
Ed is going to be prime-minister one day, and the heir of Slytherin.
Ed hates Afton.
Ed has a thing for one of this years committee members… ;-)
Ed is a tea hating heathen. Shame on you, Ed, shame on you.
Ed once got so drunk that he pissed out of a window.
Ed’s taste in music is a cheesy menace to the world.
Ed got “Exceeds Expectations” in all of his OWL’s
Ed backs himself like an absolute machine.
Ed doesn’t like boat races, social drinking rules, or power.
Ed hasn’t done Swildon’s yet.
At least 6 of these “facts” are fact, but which ones?

Presidential Welcome

Hello everyone, I'm Ed Farrow and I'm the president of EUSS for
2015-2016. There may well be some fairly rogue things said about me
in this journal so I'll take this opportunity to introduce myself properly.
I'm from Tring in Hertfordshire and I'm going into my second year of
studying Politics and Spanish. I'm a massive fan of "cheesy" music and
when in my car singalongs are basically compulsory. Also, I have the
voice of an angel no matter what anybody says.
My introduction to caving came just over a year before I came to Exeter,
when during a summer camp with my Explorer unit we went for a fairly
brief bit of caving in the Peak District. I thoroughly enjoyed it and
wanted to do more, and so it was I found myself at the Fresher's fair a
year later looking for something a little different to sign up to. I was torn
between caving and climbing, but I came to the caving stall first and
after being told the complete lie that we do some climbing as well I
signed up happily. It was a little while before I got to do my Prid taster
trip, but that was great fun.
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After that there were probably three moments that convinced me that
this was the club for me. The first came during the first social I
attended, when I was told a certain story about the now ex-president
Olly Wright. The second was the morning after the Christmas Meal. I
awoke in a fairly dreadful state in my room and realised I could
remember very little about the night before. Upon asking whether
anything particularly significant had happened I was informed that I had
been elected as the new club Treasurer... The third and probably most
important was the first time I did Afton Red Rift, probably my favourite
cave, after this cave I knew I wanted to do as much caving as possible
and share everything about this amazing sport/past time/madness with
as many people as I can.
So that's what next year is about for me, bringing the joy of caving to as
many people as possible, be they freshers, returning members or
alumni. I am extremely fortunate to have an amazingly keen committee
to rely on and I have no doubt that as a team we can deliver an
incredible year for all our members next year.
I can't wait for the challenges of the
coming year, of which there may be
plenty, but I back myself and that's the
most important thing.

This is Ed
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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Our Philosophy

EUSS is first and foremost a caving club; we go underground a lot. As
such, we need to be sure that when we cave we do it in the best way
possible.
We want to have fun, we want to enable others to have fun, and we
want to keep doing it for a long time. To make this possible we have a
couple of ground rules;
Don’t touch the cave formations. Each individual cave is a unique and
fragile environment.
Stalactites, for example, form when water containing dissolved
calcium bicarbonate drips from a cave roof, leaving a little limestone
behind. This takes an incredibly long time, usually less than 10cm every
1000 years.
Stick a grubby finger on that stalactite and you’ve just rubbed it
with a complex concoction of oils (and probably alcohol, let’s be honest)
that will change the shape of that stalactite forever.
We want to preserve our caves so that we can enjoy them in the
future, so please don’t take souvenirs or wash your hands in that crystal
clear gour pool.
Look after your kit. You are responsible for any kit you use, including
club kit. Sign it out, and take care of it.
You’ve left your helmet behind after a weekend trip? You’re paying
for it. And the light that came with it.
A lot of our equipment, including all of our SRT kit, is life critical.
We want you to be safe, so wash everything before you return it, and
note any accidents or issues that you’ve noted with the kit by leaving it
in the tackle mistresses box, not back on the rack.
Keep the hut tidy. We’re really lucky to be welcomed by caving huts
across the country (and world) so let’s keep it that way by respecting the
huts that we visit.
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Keep a hut clean for other people using it and they’re more likely
to be nice to you, to lead caves for you, to sell discounted kit to you, or
to come and rescue you.
Also, don’t worry that we call it a hut. That’s just what we call it.
Most of them are youth-hostel like buildings, with beds, warm showers,
fully functioning kitchens etc.
Be nice. Caving is a lot of fun, but it can be stressful and difficult at
times, especially for new cavers, or if you’re out of your comfort zone.
We don’t run a brutal club where you do or you die, so there’s no
need to shout at anyone or pressure them into doing anything.
Unless it’s touch cup. Touch cup is god.

Vicki and Olly on the
Summer Trip.
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Jim and Lucy in Prid

Liana leaving Prid’s famous one-legged prostitute.
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Weekend Trips

As a club we aim to organise weekend trips once every fortnight,
usually in the Mendips, Devon, or Wales, but occasionally somewhat
further afield. We usually leave on the Friday evening and return on the
Sunday evening, so there’s a fair bit of stuff that you’ll need to bring.
What to bring:
Caving:
- 4 x AA Batteries (8 x if it’s going to be a big trip)
- Wetsocks, Wellies, and Kneepads if you have your own
- Gloves if you want them; marigolds or work gloves
- Warm, thick, long-sleeved clothing (no jeans)
- Hair bands for long hair
- Your over-suit, helmet, light, & belt, and potentially a full
SRT kit if you’ll be doing any vertical caves
The rest of the weekend:
- Sleeping bag
- Towel
- Sponge bag
- Some money (for pubs)
- Spare clothes
We leave for weekend trips quite late, so everyone meets at the tackle
shed in order to pick up the kit that they need to borrow from the club.
Sign everything out (it’s all inventoried) or you’ll feel the savage rage of
the tackle mistress.
There are usually a couple of cars going, and we’ll talk about when we
need to leave, so don’t worry if your lectures finish late, we won’t leave
you behind. We’ll also usually stop at a supermarket to get club food
and cave snacks, and vast quantities of alcohol.
We start dinner when we arrive and get settled in, we might have a few
drinks and socialise, play some excellent caving games, and people
retire to the bunk room as and when they like. There is no strict wake up
time, first ones up start cooking breakfast and everyone else soon
follows. We split into smaller groups to go caving generally leaving at
around 12.
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Thoughts from the Freshers

At the start of the year the freshers pile into a car with a couple of
“experienced” cavers and go to Prid (for free) for their first proper taste
of caving. There’s also usually a first social for freshers, and a first
weekend trip, so there is a lot going on. Here are some quotes from the
Red Book, a log of all of the goings on in the year.
“We’re in Firehouse and that’s good because it is a place of warmth and
happiness and wine and pizza and loveliness.” - Ellen, Caveman Social
“Great freshers trip to Prid caves, squeezed through many tight
passages and got absolutely drenched!” - Luke, Prid Trip
“Moist and Muddy; I like caving” - Aoife, Prid Trip
“Really enjoyed my freshers trip :-)” - Fiona, Prid Trip

Fresher’s Weekend Trip - The Mendip Hills
Location: The Wessex

Caves: GB and Swildon's Hole

First night. Freshers who are here are awesome! Drinking has been,
touch cup has been played. Challenge has fucked me again. Jenkins
wants all the freshers to lose their clothes. That is classic Jenks. - Olly
First morning. The men-folk have been cooking. Thanks men-folk.
Nothing has been burnt. Last night’s sling game was tense. We
definitely have a good chance at CHECC this year (Ed: CHECC, the
Council of Higher Education Caving Clubs, holds a yearly competition
of cave games, including saucepan and sling, beer pong, and the
squeeze machine). We are actually going caving later! Yay… - Sophia
Spent the weekend getting very wet in Swildon’s and a bit dirty in GB. It
was a challenge but a lot of fun! Even though half my bruises are from
saucepan slinging! - Liana
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Two new caves in two days; what more could you ask for on your first
caving trip? Spent the morning recovering from the joys of The Belfry
(Ed: The Belfry is the BEC’s caving hut, it’s absolutely wild.), then the
start of the afternoon trying to find the entrance to GB. Cidery
wellingtons (valiant effort, Chaz) and a map written on the back of a Mr
Kipling box made it about as good as it could get. - Ari
Weekend trip to the Wessex. This short novel will briefly describe it:
Caving is awesome, caving is awesome, caving is awesome. - Olly
Ed: There’s not actually much information about caving in there, so I’ll
try and summarise. The group split into two, one group did Swildon’s
whilst the other did GB, then we swapped the following day. GB is a fun
and reasonably easy cave, quite large chambers, and a little bit of
climbing. Swildon’s is an extensive system, mainly following a stream. A
short ladder leads down into most of the cave, and freshers can get a
taste of their first sump (a short submerged section) near the end.

The Glorious Belfry
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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An accident in Giant’s Hole

Unusually the caving club had an accident in Giant’s Hole, the Peak
District, this year. It wouldn’t usually get a mention in the Journal, but I
think that there’s a lot that can be learned from it.
After a fun but gruelling trip a caver had difficulty ascending out of
Garland’s Pot; a short waterfall SRT pitch.
Two of the cavers returned to the local hut where members of local
cave rescue organisation met them and went in to assist. Thankfully the
rescue of the caver went smoothly, and cave rescue was able to lower
them to the bottom of the pot where they were warmed up and fed,
enabling them to leave the cave with assistance.
The club owes a great deal to the Derbyshire Cave Rescue
Organisation, and we are eternally grateful for the assistance and
kindness that they provided; we wouldn’t all be here without them.
More positively though, this incident brought about a number of
changes to the clubs operation. SRT training is now closely monitored
to ensure that all members are confident with and proficient at SRT
before they are allowed to attempt any SRT caves.
Training is free, and provided regularly, so that no cavers will be
prevented from participating in an SRT cave. Excess rescue rope will
also be brought to all suitable SRT caves, and any caves that require
ladders, whilst group leaders will discuss potential risks and rescue
techniques with their groups. We will also investigate incidents that
have happened previously in caves that we visit, since a similar incident
occurred in Giant’s in 2007.
Hopefully, with these precautions in place, we should be able to
minimise the risk of accidents for all of our members, and I’m pleased
to say that the caver who experienced difficulty is still a keen and active
member of the club.
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First Aid Kits

The AU will give us free first aid kits, but it’s important to know what we
should have in them, and how to use that stuff in emergencies.
What we don’t want is people thinking “We don’t need spare batteries,
the first aid kit will have one”. It won’t. It also won’t have emergency
food in it. So, first aid kits should contain:

- A clear plastic bivvy bag
- A length of adhesive plaster
- A length of non-adhesive
-

bandage
A number of safety pins
A compressive bandage
2 non-stick wound pads
A pack of acetaminophen

-

A pack of aspirin
A sterile eye-wash bottle
A roll of duct-tape
A candle and matches
2 tampons (for bleeds,
seriously!)
Some alcohol wipes
A pack of glucose tablets

Olly demonstrating good emergency blanket technique, and Chaz
wielding a tackle sack that almost certainly contains a first aid kit.
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Wessex SRT Trip - The Mendip Hills
Cavers: Ari, Bella, and Olly (author)

Caves: Bath to Rod’s & Eastwater

We arrived at the tackle shed at 7pm ready for a daring adventure of
caving and tea drinking at the Wessex. Me (Olly), Ari and Bella gathered
our gear and headed to Morrison's to get food, managed to get our
food for the weekend for £12 which is just ridiculous. So on with our
journey, my first time on the motorway and I absolutely nailed the M5!
We arrived at the Wessex at 10pm and promptly cooked some pasta
bake and then headed to bed ready for an early start the next day.
Ari got up at 9 to make porridge for us which was greatly appreciated,
me and Bella got up at 9:30 ate breakfast then faffed around as is true
EUSS style before going outside to practice some SRT on the Wessex
tower. Ari rigged up a pitch and we familiarised ourselves with the
basics before moving on to re-belays. This is slightly more difficult but
as we intended to tackle Hunter's hole later it was good training.
Once we had overcome that we had some soup before moving out to
do Hunter's. With Ari's expert rigging we were ready to tackle the cave,
after Ari had given us the okay to go down Bella went down, a slight
hiccup aside it was a fantastic first time SRTing in a cave from Bella!
Unfortunately due to some awful caving by me which involved a Soreen
saving my life we couldn't explore when we were at the bottom. So we
promptly left with Ari de-rigging on the way out while Bella shot up the
pitch. Both Ari and Bella handled themselves really well.
After we got back we made jacket potatoes, drank obscene amounts of
tea and played some cards while trying to work out the Eastwater
survey.
Again on Sunday Ari got up to make me and Bella some porridge and
then we had a bit more practice SRTing on the Wessex tower. After that
we decided to tackle Eastwater although I barely knew the way we
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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decided to explore anyway. There was plenty of water to soak us on the
way in which was lovely :L
We ventured on through the entrance series before I managed to the
miss the turning to the Bedding Plane, quickly realising we couldn't go
on we went back and tackled it, after quickly dispatching that we
continued on while I quickly realised I had no idea where to go. Just
exploring is always fun though so we continued down the cave and
eventually got to a steep descent with a rope and no way to see where
it in, after foolishly trying to get in there and see if I could position
myself so I could see I managed to nearly get stuck due to the hood on
my onesie. We decided to turn around and get out of the cave, as we
struggled our way out and eventually made it out - not after getting
absolutely soaked by the water coming into the cave though.
Once we were back and showered and into nice clothes we
commenced on savaging some tea and all the leftovers we had, once
that was complete we finally decided to head back to Exeter. Not as
simple as it sounds though when someone manages to only realise they
left there phone in the Wessex when in Cheddar gorge. So we quickly
headed back (secretly we just love the Wessex too much) and
attempted to make sure we had everything before setting of again. We
made it back to Exeter eventually at about 10pm.
All in all it was a great weekend, Bella and Ari both proved they are
more than capable cavers and hopefully learned a valuable lesson never ever do what Olly does. Also we managed to use 40 tea bags
between the three of us, we think we may of drunk 4 litres of tea each
over the weekend.
“Arm ascender… or chest… maybe descender… or all of them? Oh…
I’m stuck. But I’m sliding… I’m stuck and sliding!! Help!!!” - Bella
“For a ‘dry-cave’ Eastwater was rather on the wet side.” - Ari
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CHECC Trip

Cavers: Olly, Ed, Doug, Fiona, Jenks, Liana, Paul and Caitlin (author)
It was a decidedly disorganised beginning to CHECC 2014, as could be
expected under President Olly. But despite the last minute plimbob
making and a hurried dash to Wales, we arrived with plenty of time to
claim the free t-shirts and complete our half finished Sim costumes.

EUSS in their Naked Sim’s costume for CHECC
Immediately faced with stripping Plyms, twerking Mileys and numerous
cavers in various states of undress, there aren’t really words to describe
the fancy dress competition at CHECC, some things are better left to
the imagination.
It’s safe to say however that Exeter put in a decent showing, complete
with naked Sims, a giant rabbit, and a keyboard wielding presidentcum-controller. Our green diamonds or plimbobs, (some terminology
there for those in the know), stole the show and were nearly stolen by
the jealous plyms who quickly grew bored with stripping when
Bretchley took things too far with his fluorescrent green mankini.
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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As the night progressed, members were lost. Doug was rescued from
some pirates who’d taken him hostage; Fiona claimed Ed’s bed leaving
her own covered in chunder while one unnamed member managed to
make out during the Macarena in an admirable showing of checcest.
(Still proud of this). Father of the bride met an untimely demise quickly
followed by Olly’s keyboard and then there was a quick dash for bunks
that weren’t either occupied or covered in puke.
An excellent night was had by all

The next day, everyone was a little worse for wear although temporarily
resurrected by the amazing full English breakfast. Caving was out of the
question and so EUSS attempted a surveying class. Apologies to Henry
Dawson and the two cavers actually concentrating, as the class
progressed Exeter’s numbers slowly dwindled as members retreated to
their beds. Although those that remained managed to win the
surveying competition, proving that at least some of us were paying
attention. After a nap, everyone woke up refreshed enough for a walk,
in which we managed to take advantage of the beautiful welsh
countryside, explore an abandoned house, and find the sheep for which
Wales is so famous.
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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When we got back it was down to business and the boys began
practicing beer pong and body traverse ready for the competitions later
that night. Unfortunately they went out in the first round against
Southampton in a nail-biting finish. Oh well, at least Ed got a profile
picture out of it and managed to redeem himself by winning the body
traverse with Jenks. I came second in the squeeze machine, although in
hindsight maybe the amount I ate beforehand may have hindered my
performance. Jenks and Paul managed to put in a decent showing in
the saucepan and sling made all the more impressive by their decision
to do it upside down.
Once the competitions were over the night descended into drinking,
mosh pits and topless dancing. Then, after numerous renditions of the
Exeter song, we went to bed, tired and slightly hoarse.

Ed destroying beer pong

EUSS 2014 - 2015
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Summer Trip (Cevenne National Park, France)
Cavers: Ari, Debbie, Ed, Jenks, Oli, Vicki, and Liana (author)

In late June seven keen members of EUSS descended on the Gorge-duTarn in France for the annual summer trip. After a two hour ferry, a
twelve hour drive and Olly trying his best to get out of it by leaving his
passport in Exeter, we all managed to arrive in the early hours of a
Sunday morning.
We discussed the various activities we wanted to do and after much
planning of climbing, swimming, and kayaking, Ari put in that we might
actually want to go caving on this caving holiday. Deciding that he had
a point, we did do plenty of caving during our two week jaunt in the
Gorge-du-Tarn, of which more will be spoken about later.
As typical cavers, we began our holiday with something other than
caving: kayaking. With a lot of keenness for this idea we trotted down
to Saint-Enimie to do a 22km trip though La Malene all the way to Les
Baumes-Basses. The views along the river were spectacular, and there
were plenty of rocks to make a quick stop to jump from.
Jenks and I were the only ones who managed to capsize, during which
Jenks amusingly lost one flip-flop and less amusingly his phone. Luckily
his waterproof phone was found and we were able to continue on to
travel down weirs and past stunning landscapes. It was a tiring trip, so
multiple ice cream stops were necessary to re-energize, during which
Ed and Jenks managed to eat a combined 12 scoops in one day.
EUSS also learnt that day that Ed cannot be trusted to skim stones, as
both Debbie and Jenks managed to get ‘accidentally’ pelted by strays.
Liana at the top of the “très difficile” via ferrata
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Another favoured activity was Via Ferrata; a climbing route with built in
foot holds, bridges and zip wires. There were three Via Ferrata trips
over the two weeks – the first one in Rousses is a good place to start to
test your keenness; its picturesque views of the river from the top was
the biggest incentive to keep climbing to the finish so that you can
jump in the river.
The second course in Florac (du-Rochefort) was the biggest and most
exposed, which was challenging for those who don’t like heights. The
final course in Mende was smaller but presents different kinds of
challenges; I ended up stuck for about ten minutes on a vertical cliff
because the hand holds were too far apart. Despite this we managed to
take the ‘difficile’ route on all of the courses, and climbed our way over
some beautiful backdrops.

Paddling down the Tarn in true style
There were also many days of rest and relaxation; swimming in the river,
sun bathing, SRT practice, show caves, slacklining along the bank
(which also consisted of breaking the bank of Saint-Enimie) as well as a
lot of stone skimming.
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In the evenings the wine and beer (or blue-stuff, in Vicki’s case) were
drunk, the cards were brought out and drinking games of course were
played. While there were no surfaces which really worked for our muchbeloved Touchcup (believe me, we did try), we managed to occupy
ourselves with many games of Beer Pong, drinking poker, BBQs and
Presidents and Peasants.
Additions were made to the chunder chart, caves were inadvisably
caved drunk, drunk buckaroo transpired, and genitals were exposed.
Typical EUSS antics, really.
With the scorching weather and the superb setting that is the Gorge Du
Tarn, I don’t think we could have asked for a better backdrop for our
two weeks of fun and adventure.

!

Debbie on the first zip-line of the holiday
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Ari practicing SRT into water

Debbie, Liana, and Jenks

Our first ice-cream stop of the kayak journey

The beautiful Florac
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Entertaining Summer Trip Banter Section
Ed: “I adore Chaz, I have let him inside me many times”
Vicki: “Olly nearly pissed on the bedside table.”
Ari: “How do you drink to never have I ever?”
Day 2, Dennis, Ed’s en-suite window, The 28m pitch tackle sack debacle
Jenks: “Yesterday I tried soooo much wine, it was great.”

Liana: “I need to learn my tekkers.”
Debbie: “Fishing is like fisting but family friendly”
Vicki: “The weather is lovely, just like Essex. The people don’t make any
sense, just like Essex.”
Ed: “I will ruin this country!”
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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Castelbouc IV - Le Causse Méjean

Cavers: Ari, Debbie, Ed, Jenks, Oli, and Liana (author)
We parked up past the bridge and walked through the very quaint
village of Castlebouc for five or ten minutes before finding a wooded
area. Scrambling over some boulders took us to a cave entrance that
Jenks, the only one who had done this cave, thought was Castlebouc II.
Thinking we’d have to settle, we eventually found the entrance to
Castlebouc IV a mere couple of meters away.
Heading in to the cave, we soon came across a large chamber and
speculatively took the passage on the right. Somehow within five
minutes we ended up back in said large chamber with no idea how we
got there. Concluding that French caves were backward, we made
another attempt that was seemingly more successful.
After a couple of short squeezes we came out into larger chambers
which contained some really pretty stalactites and stalagmites and clear
water pools. Unfortunately some of the stalagmites had broken off, but
it gave our resident natural scientist Ari the opportunity to show us the
hollow that runs through them and explain how it forms. After some
discussion about whether Ed was going to take his presidential photo
sitting astride a stalagmite (decided against due to poor coverage), we
headed deeper in to the cave.
We clambered over some boulders until we came across a handy rope
to help us get past the more tricky bits. After this scramble, we were
soon rewarded by smooth, soothing… sand. That’s right, sand - it was
basically a beach in a cave! I even almost stepped in a sandcastle that
someone had left. After holidaying at the cave-beach, we finally found
what we were looking for: the terminal sump. This pool of water was
beautifully clear and blue, and was a lovely end to such a beautiful
cave.
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After admiring the view for a while, we headed back to find the rope,
and yet again found ourselves near the terminal sump. Having
managed to walk in another circle (seriously, French caves are broken),
we did eventually find the rope and the way out. The round trip took
about four/five hours, and was definitely the kind of cave worth driving
twelve hours to France for.

Olly entering Grotte Prades (not Castelbouc…)
EUSS 2014 - 2015
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Afton Red Rift Trip

Cavers: Jenks, Sophia, Jim, Ari, Debbie and Liana (author)
So I'd heard a lot about Afton before I went on this trip. I was given a
variety of reviews from "it's not a beginners cave, I'd give it a while
before you do Afton" to "it's really not that bad", but none of them
made it sound particularly inviting. I was eventually persuaded, mainly
because the other options were Prid (which I'd done recently) and
Bakers Pit (boring according to Jenks), which left Afton as the only
option.
So we descended on Afton, some of us feeling slightly hungover. After
climbing through a hedge, we found our way to the entrance of the
cave, which required us to climb up a rope on a steep slope (working
before we even get into the cave). Once inside, we were greeted by
some rather hefty-looking spiders (those who don't like spiders were
already considering turning back) before we headed down the main rift.
This required us to traverse over a 5-10 m rift, which I did mostly with
my back against one wall and my feet/knees/hands against the other.
While this is the bit that everyone seems to be scared of - the whole
you-could-fall-thing - it wasn't actually as bad as people had made out.
This was quite an easy part of the trip, minus one slip by Sophia (luckily
Jenks broke her fall) and traversing around the corners, which were
slightly harder and a bit more slippery.
There were a couple of squeezes as we made our way through until we
came to a sheer drop. Jenks went first, deftly as always, but then
couldn't seem to remember how he had just done it. I followed on,
going legs first on my stomach so that Jenks could lead my feet to the
smallest so-called 'foot holds' you can imagine. I was then told to reach
over and grab the stalagmite on the opposite wall. There was no way I
was going to be able to reach that far, and with no foot holds and one
slippery hand hold I promptly fell straight down the hole. Thankfully
Jenks was spotting me and had a hold of my belt, so was able to slow
me down enough that I miraculously didn't injure myself. Having made
a mess of the first attempt, Jenks continued to lead us one by one to
our deaths as we couldn't figure out how it was actually meant to be
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done. After standing (or literally sitting in Debbie's case) on Jenks to
get down, we carried on down the passage.
Somehow I ended up at the front at this point, which meant going first
through a squeeze on an upwards slope on my back. This isn't as hard
as it sounds; it requires a bit of 'just keep wriggling' mentality, but it
does make you out of breath. Then we started the dreaded climb up,
which is a long wedging process. I'm not gonna lie, wedge/climbing is
not my favourite thing. I think it's safe to say I wasn't a happy bunny
during this part of the climb, especially when I ran out of forward cave
space and was told merely to go "up". The climbing here is quite
relentless, with few places to take a break, but after a while of
manoeuvring (there are some tight places to climb through), the climb
started getting easier.
I then saw a tiny snail. Signs of life were a promising thing, and not long
after I could feel the cold breeze on my face as we finally found the
entrance. I could hear "I've never been so happy to see spiders in my
life" behind me as everyone gratefully climbed out, each of us looking
like we'd just been for an Essex spray tan.
So overall, I'm glad I did Afton. It's a challenging cave, but isn't
anywhere near as scary as people make out.

Sophia enjoying Afton Red Rift
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The Committee Change-over
Old Committee

New Committee

President:
Olly Wright

President:
Ed Farrow

Favourite Food:
Chikky nugs

Favourite Activity:
Avoiding boat races

Treasurer:
Ed Farrow

Treasurer:
Liana Green

Favourite House:
Hufflepuff

Favourite Cave:
Woking

Secretary:
Chaz Molony

Secretary:
Ari Cooper-Davis

Favourite Drink:
A welly of cider

Favourite Game:
Fuck the dealer

Social Sec:
Debbie Shackleton

Social Sec:
Olly Wright

Favourite Cave:
Eastwater

Favourite Pitch:
28m in Vallongue

Tackle Mistress:
Sophia GM

Tackle Mistress:
Fiona Burford

Favourite Trip:
Afton

Favourite Cave:
Giant’s Hole

Publicity Officer:
Vivien Mosely

Publicity Officer:
Sophia GM

Favourite Sport:
Caving

Favourite Trip:
Still Afton
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Organising Trips - Useful Information
The Mendip Hills:
The Wessex Cave Club - Upper Pitts, Eastwater Lane, Priddy,
Somerset, BA5 3AX - www.wessex-cave-club.org - £3.50 pppn
The Bristol Exploration Club - The Belfry, Wells Road, Priddy,
Somerset, BA5 3AU - www.bec-cave.org.uk - £4 pppn
The Mendip Cave Group - Nordrach Cottage, Charterhouse on
Mendip, Blagdon, Bristol, BS40 7XW - 01761462797 - £5 pppn
The Mendip Nature Research Committee - B3135, Green Ore,
Wells, Somerset, BA5 3EZ - www.mnrc.org.uk - £5 pppn
Wales:
The South Wales Caving Club - 1, 10 Powell St, Penwyllt, Pen-yCae, Swansea SA9 1GQ - www.swcc.org.uk - £6 pppn
The Chelsea Speleological Society - Whitewalls Caving Hut, OS
grid ref SO204157 - www.chelseaspalaeo.org - £5 pppn
The Croydon Caving Club - Godre Pentre, Ystradfellte, South
Wales, CF44 9JE - www.croydoncavingclub.org - £5 pppn
The Wild North:
The Technical Speleological Group - The Chapel, Castleton, Hope
Valley, Derbyshire, S33 8WH - www.tsgcaving.co.uk - £5 pppn
The Yorkshire Subterranean Society - Old School House, Helwith
Bridge, North Yorkshire, BD24 0EH - www.yssuk.com - £5 pppn
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